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19 May 2006 
 
Director, Accounting Standards 
Canadian Accounting Standards Board 
277 Wellington Street West 
Toronto ON M5V 3H2 
CANADA 
 
 
Discussion Paper  
Measurement Bases on Financial Accounting – Measurement on Initial Recognition 

 

We are responding to your invitation to comment on the above discussion paper on behalf of Norsk 

RegnskapsStiftelse (the Norwegian Accounting Standards Board).  
 
We have a number of general comments on the setting of this discussion paper. The discussion paper 
is to represent the first step of IASBs due process for the measurement aspects within the broader 
conceptual framework project. We believe a measurement discussion preferably should be based on 
an updated existing framework dealing with the objective and qualitative characteristics of accounting, 
or alternatively be discusses as a broad solution that includes measurement after initial recognition 
and framework development. Without yet having received any due process paper form the conceptual 
framework project we find it hard to comment on this measurement paper as a free standing paper. 
 
Especially we find it difficult to conclude upon measurement on initial recognition when it is not clear to 
us what the purpose of initial recognition measurement is in relation to the economic performance that 
the financial statements should portray. Hence, without having a clear understanding of this we are not 
able to conclude, agree or disagree upon the view that fair value should be the preferred 
measurement basis on initial recognition. Further to this we would like to emphasize that we also 
believe that the distinction between entry and exit values should be clarified and discussed in relation 
to initial recognition and subsequent measurement.  
 
However, we believe that this paper represents a valuable staring point on the current work of IASB on 
future measurement basis to be applied in accounting standards and a reference for the work on the 
measurement chapter in a revised framework. We believe that the paper adequately highlights the 
need for more analysis, research and testing to be carried out before conclusions can be drawn.  
 
It is our understanding that this paper represents an early phase in along term project to come up with 
an improved framework and basis for development of future accounting standards and not a first step 
to the development on a general standard for initial measurement. However, as emphasised above, 
we do strongly believe there is a need to develop and clarify the proposals set forth in this paper in 
relation to the main elements of the framework.   
 
The way we read the discussion paper the argument is largely driven by comparative analysis of 
different measurement basis’s for individual assets or liabilities. We believe that there, at this stage, 
also is a strong need for analysis of the information content of aggregations (e.g. line items, total 
assets or total liabilities) of the different measurement basis’s and the aggregations of different 
measurement basis’s.  
 
From financial instruments we have seen a large number of practical challenges in relation to day 1 
profit. Based on these experiences we do believe that a discussion of day 1 gains or losses should be 
included in the discussion of measurement on initial recognition. 
 
A discussion of market based fair values requires a precise understanding of what constitutes a, or 
the, market and when a market is present. We believe that more work is warranted in connection with 
these issues. We are also concerned that the discussion paper seems to assume that efficient 
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markets exists for most assets and liabilities, while we are of the opinion that such markets normally 
are more of an exception than a norm. Especially we see a large number of departures from the 
assumption of efficient markets in connections with business combinations, intangible assets and long 
term contracts. 

 

An issue possibly closely related to the market issue is the issue of what is the proper “unit of 

account”. We see a principle based and operational resolution of this issue as a key measurement 

issue and crucial to achieve comparability and enforceability of any standards on measurement. 

 

In recognition of the existing incompleteness of market based fair value measures the discussion 

paper recommends a hierarchy of measurement basis to be applied.  When ever a hierarchy of 

measurements is to be applied we see a need for clear principles to ensure comparability between 

entities in the application. Therefore we would like to see an expanded discussion of connections to 

the qualitative characteristics given in the framework, linkage to general economic measurement 

theory and practicable enforceability. 

 

Given these general comments we strongly support and recommend further work and research along 

the issues for further research outlined in the discussion paper and in our general comment above and 

special answers below. 

 

Our answers to your specific questions are attached below and should be read in conjunction with our 

general comment above. A number of answers are limited to the phrase “We provide no answer to this 

question”.  When this is the case we are refraining from presenting a view and therefore neither 

supporting nor opposing any views inclined in the question.  Generally this is the case when we have 

a wide divergence of opinions internally and thus no united view externally. 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

Norsk RegnskapsStiftelse  

 

 

 

Erik Mamelund 

Chairman
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Appendix - responses to specific questions 
 
Q1. Do you agree that the list of identified possible measurement bases sets out the bases that 
should be considered? If not, please indicate and explain any changes that you would make. 
We agree that the list of identified possible measurement bases contains the bases that should be 
considered. 
 
Q2. Do you agree with the working terms and definitions, and supporting interpretations, of each of 
the identified measurement bases? If not, please explain what changes you would make. In 
particular, do you have any comments on the term “fair value” and its definition? 
We have not done a thorough analysis of this, but on an overall level we agree with the definitions of each 
of the identified measurement bases as working term definitions at the current stage of the measurement 
project. We expect a need to reconsider wordings at a later stage in the project.    
 
We would also like to emphasize that we believe there is a need to clarify the concept of fair value, 
especially in relation to market values vs entity specific values, entry and exit values and transaction costs.   
 
Q3. It is proposed that there are two fundamental sources of differences between the identified 
bases for measuring assets and liabilities on initial recognition: 
(a)  market versus entity-specific measurement objectives, and 
(b)  differences in defining the value-affecting properties of assets and liabilities. 
This proposal and its conceptual implications are the subject of chapters 4 and 5. Do you agree that 
these are the fundamental sources of differences between asset and liability measurement bases on 
initial recognition? If not, please indicate the fundamental sources of differences you have 
identified, and provide the basic reasons for your views. For any different fundamental sources you 
have identified, please indicate how these might be examined and tested. 
We do currently not have sufficient knowledge on market measurement to conclude that the sources 
described in a) and b) above are the only set of fundamental sources of differences between asset and 
liability measurement bases. We believe that there is a need for a better understanding, within the 
accounting literature and profession, of what constitutes a market and thus when a market measure exists. 
We currently see a fundamental difference between a market measure and a measure derived by any sub 
group or observer of the market including the entity preparing the financial statement. Before we have a 
more thorough understanding of market and market measure we are not able to conclude that the only 
fundamental different measure is the market measure and the entity-specific measure as opposed to the 
measure of any individual or group of market participants or observers.  
 
Q4. The paper analyzes the market value measurement objective and the essential properties of 
market value. 
(a)  Do you believe that the paper has reasonably defined the market value objective and the 

essential properties of market value for financial statement measurement purposes? If not, 
please explain why not, and what changes you would propose, or different or additional 
considerations that you think need to be addressed. 

(b)  Do you agree with the proposed definition of “market”? If not, please explain why you disagree, 
and indicate any changes you would make and any issues that you believe should be given 
additional consideration. 

(c)  Do you agree with the fair value measurement objective as proposed, and its derivation from the 
market value measurement objective? 

a) We provide no answer to this question. 
b) While not disagreeing with the market definition in the paper we fear that the proposed definition 

includes too much subjectivity to serve well as a definition for measurement purposes. While 
knowledgeable, willing and sufficiently are discussed to some extent we fear that it remains too much 
uncertainty around these terms including what constitutes a (sufficient) body to result in an operating 
definition of market. 
When this is said we believe that the definition can serve as a valuable tool in forthcoming phases of 
this project. We strongly support further work in this area. 

c) We provide no answer to this question. 
 
Q5. Do you agree with the definition and discussion of entity-specific measurement objectives and 
their relationship to management intentions? If not, please explain why you disagree. 
We agree with the discussion and conclusions of the paper on entity-specific measurement objectives and 
their relationship to management intentions. 
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Q6. Do you agree with the comparison of market and entity-specific measurement objectives and 
with the proposed conclusion that the market value measurement objective has important qualities 
that make it more relevant than entity-specific measurement objectives for assets and liabilities on 
initial recognition? If not, please explain your views. 
The comparison of market and entity-specific measurement objectives is based on an implicit assumption 
that there is a clear understanding of what constitutes market measurements. We find this not always to be 
the case in practice. In situations where there is a clear understanding of what constitutes a market 
measurement we agree with the comparison of market and entity-specific measurement objectives. 
 
Q7. (a) It is reasoned that there can be only one market (fair) value for an asset or liability on a 

measurement date. Do you agree with this conclusion? If not, please explain why you disagree. 
(b)  It is proposed that differences between apparent market values for seemingly identical assets or 

liabilities on initial recognition may be attributable to: 
(i)  differences between the value-affecting properties of assets or liabilities traded in different 

markets, or 
(ii)  entity-specific charges or credits. 
However, the paper notes the existence of multiple markets for some assets and liabilities, and 
the possibility that they may be due to market access restrictions that require further 
investigation. 
Do you agree with these proposals, within the caveats and discussion presented? If not, please 
explain why you disagree. 

a) We agree with the conclusion that there can bee only one market value for an asset or liability on a 
measurement point in time. However as indicated in our answers to question 3 and 4 b) seemingly 
different “market” values might also be due to lacking understanding on when a market value exist and 
when a fair value is implied from incomplete market data. 

b) We agree with the need for further investigations into the reasons for differences between apparent 
market values for seemingly identical assets or liabilities at the same points in time. 

 
Q8. Do you agree that a promise to pay has the same fair value on initial recognition whether it is an 
asset or a liability, and that the credit risk associated with a promise to pay enters into the 
determination of that fair value with the same effect whether it is an asset or liability? If you do not 
agree, please explain the basis for your disagreement. 
We agree that a promise to pay has the same fair value whether it is an asset or a liability.  
 
Q9. The paper makes the following proposals with respect to defining the unit of account of the 
asset or liability to be measured on initial recognition: 
(a)  The appropriate individual item or portfolio unit of account on initial recognition is generally the 

unit of account in which the reporting entity has acquired the asset or incurred the liability. 
(b)  The appropriate level of aggregation for non-contractual assets on initial recognition is the 

lowest level of aggregation at which an identifiable asset is ready to contribute to the generation 
of future cash flows through its sale or use. 

Do you agree with these proposals within the caveats and discussion presented? If not, please 
explain why, and in what respects, you disagree. 
We strongly support the indications in the paper that further analyses and testing has to be carried out on 
the appropriate unit of account for measurement purposes. We are challenged to identify the principle that 
is underlying the proposal in (a). We see the proposals in (a) and (b) as starting working hypotheses, but do 
not see how these hypotheses constitutes a part of a coherent and working measurement theory. Before 
conclusions can be drawn from the recommended further analysis and testing, we can not give a clean 
statement of agreements on the propositions regarding the relationship of a portfolio, as opposed to the 
individual items making it up, or what constitutes the appropriate unit of account or level of aggregation. 
 
Q10. It is suggested that, in many cases, the best market source on initial recognition is the market 
in which the asset or liability being measured was acquired or issued. However, some significant 
situations are noted in which a different source may be appropriate, and research is proposed into 
possible multiple markets. Do you agree that the paper provides a reasonable analysis of market 
sources and their implications on initial recognition? If not, please provide reasons for disagreeing, 
and indicate any additional analysis or research you would think should be carried out. 
We would like to refer to our initial comments.  
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Q11. The paper concludes that transaction costs, as defined, are not part of the fair value of an 
asset or liability on initial recognition. Do you agree with the proposed definition of transaction 
costs? Do you agree with the above conclusion? If you disagree, please explain your reasons and 
what you believe the implications of your different view would be for fair value measurement of 
assets and liabilities on initial recognition. 
We do not provide an answer to this question. Our preliminary view, however, is that we do not disagree 
with the conclusion that transaction costs, as defined, are not part of the fair value of an asset or liability.  
 
Q12. Do you agree with the proposal that, when more than one measurement basis achieves an 
acceptable level of reliability, the most relevant of these bases should be selected? If not, please 
explain why you disagree, and indicate how you would settle trade-offs between the relevance and 
reliability of alternative measurement bases. 
We feel compelled by the proposal that, when more than one measurement basis achieves an acceptable 
level of reliability, the most relevant of these should be selected, however do to the lacking discussions of 
the information content and relevance of aggregations of different measurement basis’s we are not able to 
draw a final conclusion on this issue. 
 
Q13. Do you agree with the two proposed sources of limitations on measurement reliability — 
estimation uncertainty and economic indeterminacy — and supporting discussion? If not, please 
explain your view. 
We agree with the discussion in the paper on this issue. 
 
Q14. Do you agree that fair value is the most relevant measure of assets and liabilities on initial 
recognition of assets and liabilities, and therefore should be used when it can be estimated with 
acceptable reliability? If not, please explain why. 

We provide no answer to this question. The reason is that we find it difficult to conclude upon 
measurement on initial recognition when it is not clear to us what the purpose of this exercise is in 
relation to the economic performance that the financial statements should portray. Hence, without 
having a clear understanding of this we are not able to conclude or agree upon the view that fair value 
should be the preferred measurement basis on initial recognition.  
 
Q15. Do you agree that fair value is not capable of reliable estimation in some common situations 
on initial recognition? More specifically, do you agree that: 
(a)  A single transaction exchange price should not be accepted to be equal to fair value unless 

there is persuasive evidence that it is, and 
(b)  A measurement model or technique cannot be considered to achieve a reliable estimation of the 

fair value of an asset or liability when the estimate depends significantly on entity-specific 
expectations that cannot be demonstrated to be consistent with market expectations? 

Please provide explanations for your views on these questions if they differ significantly from the 
conclusions and supporting arguments presented in the paper. 
d) We agree, but even though it is easy to agree with this wording it would probably be many times in 

practice that these situations might occur. As we have mentioned earlier, the understanding of what 
constitutes a market is important to clarify, and in this relation it is key underlying factor in determining 
whether the exchange price for the asset in question should be accepted to be equal to fair value. In 
reality, even if there is not persuasive evidence that a single exchange price would be equal to fair 
value, the transaction price paid or received could be assumed to be a reasonably approximation or a 
reasonable representation of fair value at initial recognition.  

e) We agree, but the difference between “market expectations” and “entity specific expectations” are not 
always easy to differentiate. Even though this distinction clearly can be described theoretically, in 
practice many of the expectations of the market participants are influenced by entity specific 
expectations.  

 
Q16. Do you agree with the paper’s analyses and conclusions with respect to the comparative 
relevance and reliability of: 
(a)  historical cost; 
(b)  current cost - reproduction cost and replacement cost; 
(c)  net realizable value;  
(d)  value in use; and 
(e)  deprival value? 
(f)  Please provide reasons for any disagreements, and any advice you may have as to additional 

analysis or research that you believe should be carried out. 
The description and discussion in the paper clearly is focusing on the strengths of fair value and the 
weakness of historical cost. Even though this could be theoretically correct we do believe that the 
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discussion paper should try to elaborate more on the weaknesses of fair value and the strengths of 
historical cost. One important aspect that could have been discussed in more “in-depth” detail is the fact 
that it will in many instances not be an efficient market for the asset or liability in question. Based on this we 
have some problems to see why historical cost can not be used as a reasonably approximation to fair value. 
Historical cost is not subject to the same degree of entity specific measurement influence as other entity 
specific measures.  
 
Q17. The paper discusses substitutes for fair value when the fair value of an asset or liability cannot 
be reliably estimated on initial recognition. Do you agree that, when other measurement bases are 
used as substitutes for fair value on initial recognition, they should be applied on bases as 
consistent as possible with the fair value measurement objective? If not, please explain why. 
We do believe it is difficult, without clarifying and further strengthening the understanding of what 
constitutes a market, to understand the full meaning of “consistent as possible with the fair value 
measurement objective”. We do therefore believe that this should be elaborated and described in more 
clarity in the discussion paper. We believe more clarity is needed to ensure that entities, in circumstances 
where efficient markets don’t exist, are able to have a clear understanding of which other measurement 
basis is most consistent with fair value.  
 
Q18. Do you agree with the proposed hierarchy for the measurement of assets and liabilities on 
initial recognition? If not, please explain your reasons for disagreeing and what alternatives you 
might propose. 
Based on our initial comments we are not in a position to answer this question.  We need to see the other 
pieces of the measurement puzzle before we can have a firm view on this.  
 
Q19. Do you have comments on any other issues or proposals, including the proposals for further 
research? If so, please provide them. 
Please see our initial remarks on information content of aggregated numbers based on mixed 
measurement basis’s. 
 
 













 

  
  

   

 

 

 

 

 

Jerome Chevy 

Project Manager 

PAAinE Discussion Paper 

Counceil National De La Comptabilite 

3 BLD Diderot 75012 Paris, Room 1237 

France 

 

8 September 2006 

 

 

PAAinE Discussion Paper Conceptual Framework  

 

We are responding to your invitation to comment on the preliminary draft of the first paper of 

the PAAinE Conceptual Framework Group. Given the short notice, we have not been able to 

investigate the issues raised and explored in the paper in depth, and our comments are 

therefore not as detailed as we would have preferred.  

 

Our comments fall into two categories, one dealing with due process and the other with the 

content of the paper.  

 

First of all, we emphasize that we strongly support the PAAinE conceptual framework 

initiative and believe that this issue is of particular importance as the revised IASB 

Framework will provide the platform for the future development of IFRS.  

 

Due process 

It is somewhat unclear to us who the responsible author of the Discussion Paper on 

Conceptual Framework (“the Discussion Paper” in the following) is. The PAAinE is a joint-

project between EFRAG and the European National Standard Setters, and the conceptual 

framework project is “led by the staff of the French Standard-setter, the CNC”, assisted by a 

working group “with members from a variety of countries and backgrounds” (paragraph 1.5). 

The members of the working group were nominated by national standard setters, and as such 

are representatives of their respective national standard setters, even though the text in 

paragraph 1.5 may seem to indicate that they are personal representatives. Is the paper an 

EFRAG-paper, a CNC-paper, a paper of the European national standard setters, a paper of 

EFRAG and the European national standard setters, or a paper of the CNC and the national 

standard setters having nominated the representatives of the working group? We believe that 

the paper should unambiguously explain the responsibilities and roles of the involved parties. 

This is of particular importance since the paper has a form indicating majority and minority 

views. 

 

 

 



 

  
  

   

If the intention with the hearing is that the national standard setters are invited to join in as 

responsible for the document, the NASB will abstain. Although we sympathize with many of 

the views expressed in the paper, the short deadline has not permitted a proper treatment of 

the entire document in the NASB bodies. We may change our position on this issue if we are 

given sufficient time to respond to a more final version, and assuming that our views are 

reflected in the final version.       

 

In the following, for practical purposes, we refer to the working group as the authors of the 

preliminary draft.  

 

The paper 

Our comments on the paper are grouped into three; 1) General comments on the issues, 2) the 

form of the paper, and 3) specific comments.  

 

General comments 

In the paper, issues of critical importance to the conceptual framework are raised, and we 

agree with the working group in that all these issues are not sufficiently dealt with by the 

IASB and the FASB neither in their current frameworks, nor in the Discussion Paper on 

preliminary views issued in June 2006 (“the IASB Discussion Paper” in the following). In the 

IASB Discussion Paper the issues raised in the preliminary draft are either ignored or referred 

to as issues that will be dealt with at a later stage in the conceptual framework project. As all 

the issues raised necessarily will have an impact on the deliberations at each stage of the 

conceptual framework project, we believe, as the working group, that the IASB should do, 

and encourage others to do, additional research into these issues. We realize that firm 

evidence cannot be provided with respect to several of the issues. For instance, as past 

research has shown, it may be possible to find theoretical and empirical support for the 

concept of general purpose statements, as well as support for specific user needs and therefore 

rejection of the concept of general purpose statements. Nevertheless, the IASB should take 

advantage of the vast volume of existing research into this and the other issues before drawing 

any conclusions. Furthermore, the IASB should consider taking the initiative to new research, 

specifically tailored to the questions raised in a conceptual framework project. In our view, as 

already mentioned, the revised conceptual framework will provide the platform for future 

development of IFRS, and the IASB should therefore not under any circumstances prioritize 

timing over quality and in-depth analysis.   

 

The form 

As commented on above, further research is needed on all the issues raised in the paper. The 

working group has several places emphasized that it has not done or intended to do this 

research, but is still to a large extent providing lengthy discussions on each topic, and in 

certain cases views are supported by references to more or less relevant literature and 

research. If this form is to be applied, we believe the references to relevant literature should 

be far more exhaustive and thorough. To us the few references made to relevant literature in 

the paper are not convincing and there is far more authoritative and relevant literature that 

should be referred to. For instance, in the discussion of the purpose and status, one should 

take advantage of the comprehensive literature on the concept of fair presentation/true and fair  



 

  
  

   

view, in particular when exploring the role of the framework in the preparation of financial 

reporting and the authority of the framework. Another example is the discussion of long-term 

versus short-term investors and on current versus potential investors. We agree that these 

issues may be of relevance, but the somewhat incomplete discussion in the paper is not 

convincing. We think it would be better to raise the issues, and ask the IASB to explore it 

further. 

 

We find that the discussion about the “definition of financial statements” is rather confusing. 

It seems to us that the working group mingles up two separate questions, namely, first, what 

should be included in the concept “financial statements”, and, second, what should the prime 

outcome of those statements. The statement (in bold) that “the financial statements are not 

intended to provide users with a direct market valuation of an entity” is slightly off the 

playing field, since no party really advocates such an objective for the financial statements.   

 

We believe, in particular given the relevant deadlines involved, that the working group rather 

than attempting to provide an exhaustive discussion on the different issues, should raise and 

explain issues, and leave up to others, that is, the IASB, the FASB, academics and others, to 

research them further. One may find it useful to express preferences, but we do not think it is 

necessary to refer to majority and minority views in a discussion paper like this. For instance, 

in the discussion on the authority of the Framework, one should explain the views that exist 

and why a firm position needs to be taken on this issue before developing the Framework, and 

leave it to the IASB, the FASB and others to research this further, so as to form a sound basis 

for taking a position. We believe this approach will reduce the risk of being accused of 

drawing premature and/or subjective conclusions, and also this approach will enhance the 

quality of the paper. 

 

The draft is preliminary, and we expect a great deal of work will be done with respect to the 

structure and the language before the final paper is issued. In order to get the significant 

points across in an efficient manner, structure and language plays an important role. For 

instance, and in particular, the Executive Summary is not communicating the main proposals 

and views of the paper very well. 

 

Specific comments 

In our opinion, the discussion on users must necessarily be tied in to the discussion on 

objectives of financial information. However, as far as we understand, the objectives is one of 

the subjects of a second paper, a paper that we assume will represent a more direct response to 

the IASB Discussion Paper. The Discussion Paper suffers from this attempt to detach the two 

interrelated issues, for example when the issue of stewardship versus decision making is 

mentioned without any in-depth analysis. We believe the users issue should be coupled with 

the discussion on objectives of financial information, in this or a second paper. 

 

We are somewhat surprised by the question and discussion on whether the Framework should 

“be continually evolving”. It appears to be a discussion on whether the Framework should be 

transaction or event specific, or whether it should be lifted to allow new transaction structures 

and business models to occur without forcing amendments of the Framework. In our opinion,  



 

  
  

   

a conceptual framework must be evolving under any circumstances, but we agree with the 

ones arguing that one should strive to design a framework that is able to apply to new 

economic circumstances and transactions. In this context, we emphasize that we do not 

support the opinion expressed in the paper that a framework should be adjusted not to conflict 

with any local law or regulation (par. 2.4.3 and 5.4.3). 

 

Also, we think the discussion on whether the issuance of standards and interpretations in 

conflict with the Framework should be allowed or not is somewhat formalistic. We agree in 

principle that all standards and interpretations should be consistent with the Framework, but 

whatever its content, any Framework may turn out unsuited to specific economic events. 

Whether the standard or interpretation is issued before the necessary amendments of the 

Framework are made under such circumstances, is not important in our view. However, we 

agree that if new events prove the Framework wrong, the Framework should be amended.  

 

The working group discusses “the validity of the concept of general-purpose financial 

statements”. To us it is somewhat unclear what the position of the group is; that financial 

statements aiming at providing useful information to a broad group of users should be 

disregarded, or that the subject needs to be researched further? In particular, the summary of 

the discussion in the Executive Summary seems to indicate that the group does not support 

general purpose statements. We do not think there is evidence to support such a view. If the 

alternative is a more specific purpose statement, we believe there may be important 

implications. For instance, the discussion on value-based accounting versus transaction-based 

historical cost accounting will clearly be influenced.  

 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you would like us to elaborate on any of the issues 

discussed above.  

 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

 

Erik Mamelund 

Chairman NASB 
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Mr. Li Li Lian 
Assistant Project Manager 
International Accounting Standards Board 
30 Cannon Street, London EC4M 6XH, United Kingdom 
 
 
 

3 November 2006 
 
 

 
Preliminary Views on an improved Conceptual Framework 
We are responding to your invitation to comment on the preliminary views in the Discussion 
Paper on improvements in the IASB Framework (the “Discussion Paper” in the following). 
 
We strongly support the IASB initiative to revisit the Framework. We believe conceptual 
frameworks can represent a useful frame of reference to standard setters, preparers, users 
of financial reports and others. The project is of great importance since the revised IASB 
Framework will provide the platform for the future development of IFRS, and as such the 
revised Framework will set down the concepts and principles to be applied by listed 
European entities, including Norwegian entities.  
 
However, in our opinion, the Discussion Paper reveals an approach to the project that does 
not fully recognize the short-comings and inconsistencies in the current frameworks. When 
for instance the boards in P4 claim that the conceptual frameworks of the IASB and the 
FASB “(…) articulate concepts that go a long way towards being an adequate foundation for 
consistent standards, and the boards have used them for that purpose”, we find that the 
boards seem to ignore the conceptual framework literature suggesting the opposite (for 
instance Milburn (1991), Zeff (1995), Gore (1995), Chambers (1996), FEE (1997), AAA 
(2003), Kvifte (2003), Wilson et al (2004)), and the challenging inconsistencies between 
current standards and interpretations and the frameworks.  
 
We believe the IASB and the FASB in the Discussion Paper prematurely draws conclusions 
on issues that logically should be dealt with at a later stage in the project. Furthermore, in our 
opinion the boards have to decide on what the purpose and status of the conceptual 
frameworks should be, and whether the frameworks should be designed to target all financial 
reporting or just financial reporting communicated through financial statements, before 
conclusions are drawn with respect to objectives and qualitative characteristics. Also, with 
respect to the primary issues raised in the Discussion Paper, we question the 
appropriateness of the general purpose financial statement concept when the objective of 
financial reporting is to provide decision useful financial information to the identified users.  
 
Even more important, we are particularly concerned with the apparent lack of recognition 
given to the stewardship objective of financial reporting and the replacement of the 
qualitative characteristic of reliability with faithful representation.  
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The Cross-Cutting Issues Approach 
As explained in P7, the boards have concluded that the conceptual framework project should 
focus mainly on improving the framework, giving priority to issues that are likely to yield 
standard-setting benefits in the near term, as opposed to a more comprehensive 
reconsideration of the frameworks. This approach is often referred to as “the cross-cutting 
issues approach”.  
 
The boards intend to improve the parts of the existing frameworks dealing with recognition 
and measurement (P6), and we are aware of that IASB currently is working on the 
measurement issue, as well as the recognition criteria (the asset and liability definitions in 
particular). Such improvements represent development of basic accounting concepts, and 
the IASB should recognize and communicate in a clear and consistent manner that the 
project involves more than merely “updating and refining” activities. Furthermore, recognizing 
that the current frameworks merely list a set of measurement attributes (failing to include fair 
value), include incomplete recognition criteria, and basically omit presentation and disclosure 
issues, we believe a more comprehensive approach should be adopted if the goal is to 
“provide the best foundation for developing principles-based and converged standards” (P6).  
 
The conceptual framework approach 
The boards have defined conceptual frameworks in S1 as “(…) a coherent system of 
concepts that flow from an objective” apparently recognizing the normative and deductive 
structure of the conceptual frameworks. Nevertheless, we are concerned that the current 
agenda fails to accommodate these relationships.  
 
For instance, measurement attributes and recognition criteria should be derived from the 
objectives and qualitative characteristics. However, the IASB is currently working on 
revisions of the asset and liability definitions based on a particular accrual concept assuming 
that financial performance best is measured by changes in assets and liabilities, as opposed 
to the more traditional accrual concept as in IAS 1 (1998, before the Improvement Projects 
revisions).  
 
In the Discussion Paper, one may be lead to believe that the same asset-liability approach to 
accrual accounting is adopted. It is argued that users are interested in an entity’s ability to 
generate future cash flows, and in explaining the concept of measuring financial performance 
by accrual accounting it is concluded that “Information about an entity’s financial 
performance during a period measured by changes in its resources and the claims on them 
(…), is critical in assessing the entity’s ability to generate net cash inflows” (OB23). 
“Resources” are assets and “claims” are liabilities (OB18). This accrual concept is further 
elaborated in BC1.30. The de-emphasizing of the traditional earnings concept (BC1.28) may 
also be considered an indication that the asset-liability approach to accrual accounting is 
adopted, without further consideration. If that is not the case, we believe the paragraphs 
referred to need to be revised to avoid confusion.  
 
In this context, we believe two problems arise: 1) The recognition concept is decided even 
before the project on recognition, at least formally, has been initiated, and 2) conclusions on 
fundamental issues are drawn without argument and supporting evidence. 
 
With respect to 1) above, the focus in the objectives project should be on who the users are 
and what kind of information they demand, not on how the information should be prepared 
(which should be the subject of the measurement and recognition projects). In other words, 
the emphasis should be on ends, not means. The details of the accrual concept, however,  
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deals with the means applied to reach objectives, and should be dealt with at a later stage. 
This is the only way to achieve compliance with the normative and deductive structure of 
conceptual frameworks. On the other hand, statements such as the one put forward in OB23 
claiming that “An entity’s financial performance provides information about the return it has 
produced on the economic resources it controls” should be further explored. Refining the 
concept of “financial performance” and explaining how it may be helpful in “assessing (an 
entity’s) capacity to generate net cash flows” is likely to be helpful in the later stages of the 
conceptual framework project. 
 
As discussed above, assuming that an asset-liability approach to accrual accounting has 
been adopted in the Discussion Paper, 2) above is relevant. We call for further convincing 
evidence provided by empirical or analytical research before the accrual concept in the 
Discussion Paper is concluded to be more useful to the primary users of financial statements 
than the more traditional accrual concept. Therefore, before adopting any accrual concept, 
specifically tailored research projects should be initiated and carried out to gain insight into 
the issue. Only in this manner will the boards be able to deliver what the conceptual 
framework approach promises, namely concepts that logically flow from the objective.  
 
Similarly, in explaining the faithful representation characteristic, the boards have gone far in 
concluding on measurement issues. Traditionally, and still in most countries, financial 
reporting relies on a transaction-based historical cost model. In QC18, the boards are 
claiming that this model does not meet the faithful representation qualitative characteristic. 
Again, as with the accrual concept, methodological inconsistencies are created in that 1) the 
measurement issue should be dealt with at a later stage in the project and 2), the arguments 
put forward to support the conclusion has not been substantiated in the Discussion Paper.  
 
In this context, it is striking that no references to supporting literature and empirical and 
analytical evidence are provided in the Discussion Paper. This applies to the two above 
mentioned issues, but is generally true for the Discussion Paper as a whole.   
 

The purpose of the Framework 
We believe a more comprehensive approach should include work on significant issues prior 
to improvement of the content of the frameworks. For instance, before designing a 
conceptual framework, its purpose should be identified. In the current IASB Framework 
several potential beneficiaries are listed, and the ambition of the Framework seems to be that 
its use by standard setters and preparers will lead to consistent standard setter 
pronouncements and consistent accounting practices. In the Discussion Paper this ambition 
seems to be relaxed: “The concepts are the goal or ideal towards which standard-setters and 
preparers of financial reports should strive. Like most goals, the framework’s vision of the 
ideal financial reporting is unlikely to be achieved in full, at least not in the short term, 
because of considerations of technical feasibility and cost” (OB 15). On the other hand, the 
boards suggest deferring the question of conceptual framework authority. In our opinion, the 
design of conceptual frameworks must reflect its purpose. If it is only a frame of reference 
that one will strive towards, recognition of practical constraints may for example be ignored. 
On the other hand, if the conceptual frameworks are to be applied by the standard setters 
and preparers under all circumstances, attention must be paid to practical constraints.  
 
In this context, it should be acknowledged that for instance the SEC in the U.S. has 
suggested that a move from rule-based standard setting to principles-based standard setting 
should be accompanied by a move of the conceptual framework to the top of the hierarchy of 
sources (the SEC 2003-report on principles-based accounting systems). Currently under US 
GAAP, the conceptual framework is towards the bottom of the hierarchy. On the other hand,  
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under IFRS, the conceptual framework is considered the primary source of guidance to 
preparers in the absence of standards and interpretations (IAS 8.10-12).  
 
Recognizing the fundamentally different roles the frameworks have under US GAAP and 
IFRS, we believe the purpose and authority of the frameworks must be determined before 
redesigning them in a joint-project between the two boards. 
 
We therefore encourage the boards to address both the issue of to whom the conceptual 
frameworks apply, i.e. standard setters and/or preparers, and what level of authority it should 
have for the relevant groups, before the objectives and qualitative characteristics are 
decided. Even though we cannot have firm opinions on these issues before they have been 
explored by the boards, our current position is that both standard setters and preparers 
should be required to comply with the conceptual frameworks, but the latter group only in the 
absence of standards and interpretations (as in the current IAS 8).  
 
In this context, we emphasize that the view that the two constraints on the qualitative 
characteristics in the Discussion Paper, namely materiality and cost-benefit considerations, 
do not apply to both the preparers and the standard setters, poses a conceptual 
inconsistency. Materiality is considered a restraint that applies to preparers, while cost-
benefit considerations should be carried out by the standard setters according to the 
Discussion Paper. If, by default, the preparers are guided back to the conceptual framework 
in the absence of standards and interpretations, the cost-benefit constraint will apply to them 
in these cases. Similarly, as long as the standard setters are not to deal with materiality 
constraints, this constraint should logically be excluded in a conceptual framework applying 
to them. Furthermore, we encourage the boards to further explore the cost-benefit constraint 
and its implications. In particular, we believe in accordance with the view of the FASB in their 
current framework that there may be circumstances where less than full disclosure may be 
warranted in reference to the cost-benefit constraint: “The cost includes not only the 
resources directly expended to provide the information, but may also include adverse effects 
on an enterprise or its stockholders from disclosing it” (CON 1.23).  
 

Financial reporting vs. financial statements 
Also, we believe the IASB before revisiting the objectives and qualitative characteristics, 
should explore the notion of financial reporting. The current IASB Framework refers to the 
“preparation and presentation of financial statements”, while the Discussion Paper refers to 
“financial reporting”. Obviously, financial reporting encompasses a much wider specter of 
financial information than what is included in the financial statements. Equally obvious, the 
emphasis put on different qualitative characteristics will be different in the context of a 
financial statement as opposed to for example a press release on a new contract and its 
impact on potential future earnings.  
 
In our opinion, it is questionable whether a standard setter such as the IASB has authority to 
regulate financial reporting in its wider form. Furthermore, and in our opinion of greater 
importance, we doubt that conceptual frameworks targeting financial reports in its wider form 
can be as useful as conceptual frameworks specifically designed to deal with financial 
statements. We are therefore somewhat surprised by the assertions in OB16. Financial 
reporting is not defined, but news releases, management’s forecasts, environmental reports 
and prospectuses are all considered financial reporting.  When one states that “(…), the 
objective pertains to all of financial reporting, not just financial statements, (…), it may seem 
that the boards are planning to design conceptual frameworks applying to all types of  
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financial reports, as for example the ones listed above. However, in BC1.4, it is specifically 
stated that this issue is to be deferred to a later stage in the conceptual framework project.  
 
We encourage the boards to clarify the meaning of OB16. Furthermore, we ask the boards to 
reconsider the decision to defer the issue of defining the boundaries of financial reporting for 
the purpose of the conceptual frameworks, since in our opinion as explained above, one 
must necessarily have determined what one is to design a framework for, before one actually 
does it.  
 

General purpose financial statements 
The objective of financial reporting according to the Discussion Paper is to provide the users 
with decision useful information. Obviously, this objectives statement must be accompanied 
by an identification of the relevant users. The boards argue that the so-called “general 
purpose financial statements” concept, with an emphasis on investors and creditors and their 
advisors, will provide useful information to a long list of potential users. Thus, the boards 
intend to adopt the general purpose financial statements concept from the boards’ current 
frameworks.  
 
In the Discussion Paper, the general purpose financial statements concept is not explored or 
supported by research findings. We find it difficult to take a position on any issue without a 
basis on which to evaluate it. Having said that, we believe the view of the boards on this 
issue potentially overlooks important differences between the user and their informational 
needs. We cannot rule out that there are differences between investors and creditors, and 
even between different types of investors, that may suggest that the identification of users 
must be more specific, and may target a narrower group of investors or a specific type of 
creditors.  
 
In our opinion, if the boards intend to develop accounting pronouncements with the objective 
of providing decision useful information to investors and creditors, the decision usefulness of 
the financial reports may be less than if the differences between the potential user groups 
were taken into account. For instance, the investors in smaller private entities may have 
significantly different informational needs than the investors in large multi-national entities 
with a widely dispersed ownership. We therefore believe there is a need for further research 
on the issue before concluding that the general purpose financial statements concept should 
be adopted.  
 

Stewardship 
In the Discussion Paper the boards conclude that the primary objective is for financial 
statements to provide users with information helpful in making resource allocation decisions, 
which primarily refer to investment decisions (buy-and-hold decisions), but according to the 
boards also include decisions related to governance or stewardship. 
 
To conclude that the change in objective represents an improvement, the boards recognize 
that two broad views exist; the one adopted in the Discussion Paper basically assuming that 
information needed for other resource allocation decisions will provide users with useful 
information for stewardship, and an alternative view which claims that stewardship may 
require different information than other resource allocation decisions and therefore should be 
considered specifically. One may argue that these two views do not conflict, as long as the 
first view does not claim that all useful stewardship information can be found in the financial 
information derived from the resource allocation decision objective. However, to the extent 
that stewardship demands information not requested by other resource allocation decisions, 
the two views will lead to different information content in financial statements.  
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We find that research tend to indicate that stewardship will require information not provided if 
the objective is to provide useful information in other resource allocation decisions. The 
AICPA has in their report on Financial Accounting and Reporting Standards for Private 
Entities (June 2006) explored the research literature on the stewardship objective, and 
concludes, based on existing empirical research, that financial statements of public 
companies to some degree satisfy both stewardship objectives and other resource allocation 
objectives. However, in reference to in particular Gjesdal (1981), the AICPA is concerned 
that a greater emphasis on stewardship might affect the type of information demanded in 
financial statements. In particular, it is suggested that so-called “soft” information is less 
useful in stewardship as compared to in other resource allocation decisions, and that an 
emphasis on stewardship would lead to more “hard” information in the financial statements. 
We do not believe the boards in the Discussion Paper have evaluated the evidence from the 
literature in a convincing manner, and we believe that in order for the financial statements to 
meet the demands of the stewardship objective, stewardship should be considered a primary 
objective of financial reporting. Thus, we agree with the alternative view of the two IASB 
board members dissenting on this issue.  
 
Furthermore we encourage the boards to actively solicit the views of investors on this matter. 
The boards should also recognize that the legal framework of different jurisdictions may have 
bearing on this issue. Stewardship may be of somewhat greater importance outside the US.  
 

Faithful representation 
The boards suggest replacing “reliability” with “faithful representation”, and have concluded 
that “(…) faithful representation encompasses all of the qualities that the previous 
frameworks included as aspects of reliability” (BC2.28) and that the two terms “(…) mean 
essentially the same thing, (…)” (BC 2.29). Thus, apparently the replacement is meant to be 
nothing more than a terminological improvement. However, elsewhere in the Discussion 
Paper there are clear indications that faithful representation is considered a much weaker 
constraint on financial reporting than reliability.  
 
The proposed change is partly explained by difficulties in applying ”reliability” in practice and 
that the term means different things to different people. We agree that the frameworks could 
be improved by further refining the term reliability and by giving additional guidance on how 
to apply this characteristic in standard setting and accounting practice. However, we do not 
believe the problem of different interpretations of the term will be solved by replacing it with 
another term that to most people, even people with English as a first language, does not 
carry any particular meaning. In this context, we may encourage the boards to explore and 
explain the difference between the fair presentation concept in IAS 1 and faithful 
representation.  
 
Furthermore, we are somewhat puzzled by the assertion that the two terms are synonyms. In 
a number of current standards and interpretations, as well as in the IASB Framework, a 
certain level of reliability is called for in order to allow recognition and/or application of a 
particular measurement attribute. For instance, according to IAS 41.30 biological assets 
should be measured at cost if fair value estimates are “clearly unreliable”. Faithful 
representation, defined as “(…) correspondence or agreement between accounting 
measures or descriptions in financial reports and the economic phenomena they purport to 
represent (…)” (BC 2.28), can hardly be used in the same manner to prohibit recognition of 
items not meeting a minimum threshold. In this case, it seems as if the only requirement that 
can be derived from the qualitative characteristics is that the estimate must be calculated  
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using a consistent fair value model with reasonable inputs and full disclosures added. As far 
as we understand, cost may only result in faithful representation to the extent it approximates 
fair value (as in IAS 41.23). Therefore, as applied here in the context of biological assets, 
replacement of reliability with faithful representation will lead to different accounting.  
 
Such an outcome may very well be warranted, but without evidence or documentation that 
such a change can be derived from the decision usefulness objective, we cannot support the 
proposal.  
 
We hope our comments will be useful in the further work on the conceptual framework. As 
explained before, we believe the project is of the greatest importance. We strongly 
encourage the IASB to put strong conceptual foundations before timing constraints in the 
planning of the project, as a consistent conceptual framework will represent an effective tool 
both in standard setting and in accounting practice, while inconsistencies will reduce its 
usefulness dramatically.  
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you would like us to elaborate or clarify any of the 
issues discussed above.  
 
 
Yours sincerely 
Norsk RegnskapsStiftelse 
 
 
Erik Mamelund    Atle Johnsen 
Chairman     Vice-chairman 
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